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Humans are the only animals that have knowledge of their eventual demise. While perhaps not our most enviable ability, the silver lining is that this piece of intelligence can serve as a powerful motivating force to live our lives to the fullest we possibly can, whatever that means for each person. Still, a profound melancholy can sweep over us during those moments when we stop to consider that our time is limited. For those lucky enough to be sound in body and mind, the humdrum cycle of everyday life is usually enough to push out the dark thoughts most of the time, but all of us at one time or another contemplate the end. It may be brought on by a brush with death as you step off the curb into a busy street, oblivious to danger because your eyes are riveted to your twitter feed. Or maybe you read in the university newsletter that one of your classmates has passed long before his time. Such experiences can spark a moment of self-refl ection about our own mortality. How strange to think that this person -me -may one day not exist. And then what? For those without religion, the inevitable conclusion is nothing -a dark chasm of blackness opens up and swallows you whole. You will never eat or drink, laugh or love, ever again.
But it's even worse than that. Something in fact does happen after your heart comes to a gurgling halt and the last fl icker of neural activity in your brain is snuffed out. Unless cremated or preserved for the ages like Lenin, your poor body, like all life whose time has come, must go back to the earth. In other words, as Shakespeare says, you will be dinner for maggots and earthworms, as well as countless microbes, all of whom will dine on your body until all that remains is a skeleton picked clean.
Thankfully 
Feature

From death comes life
Far from being the end, death marks the start of a series of events that together complete the circle of life. From the decomposition of plant litter by worms, which captured Darwin's attention, to the decay of a giant whale corpse at the bottom of the sea, the process of decay recycles the dead and resupplies the building blocks of life. Cyrus Martin reports.
We can see this vividly when we imagine the farmer spreading compost and manure over his newly sewn fi eld. The dead and decaying material sprinkled on the surface is broken down in the soil, freeing vital nutrients that fuel the skyward growth of young seedlings. In the forest, by contrast, the fertilization process happens naturally. A dead branch that falls from a tree, nestling on the ground below, is set upon by different organisms specialized in dismantling the deceased. White rot fungi, like the shiitake mushrooms sold in markets, settle on the dead wood and send their tendril-like hyphae deep into the crevices. There the hyphae release enzymes that dissolve the rigid cell walls that in life give trees their immense strength.
As for the few leaves still attached to the branch, these will serve as food for the various creepy-crawlies. Earthworms will soon wriggle out of their burrows and either drag pieces of leaves underground or consume them on the spot, grinding them up in their gizzards and extruding what's left from their hindquarters as castings. This rich, dark excrement, like the compost spread on the fi eld, is a vital ingredient for new plant growth. This, after all, is the reason why gardeners look on worms in their vegetable patch as an excellent omen.
Feeding on the dead: White rot fungi, like this shiitake mushroom, have the unusual ability to digest dead wood, making them key players in the decomposition of plant litter. Juxtaposed with loftier subjects like the origin of species, the topic of this early paper may not seem befi tting the attention of a scientist of Darwin's caliber. But Darwin recognized that small effects -in this case, worms burrowing in the soil -if given enough time could have an immense impact. It was at this time that Darwin and the geologist Charles Lyell were fi rst considering the possibility that slow, imperceptible movements of the earth were responsible for the great mountain ranges of the world, including the Andes, which Darwin had recently returned from. It is tempting to speculate that his thoughts about such phenomena may have helped pique his interest in worms. In any case, the subject was considered of such importance to Darwin that it remained in the back of his mind for the rest of his years, his brain working on it at a slow idle while he formulated his ideas on the evolution of species by natural selection.
It wasn't until Darwin's waning years that he could turn his attention back to worms. Still, at this point he was a famous scientist tormented by an unending stream of visitors at his door and demands from editors to fi nish other projects. And particularly as a result of his diminishing health, he struggled to complete the work. But, failing heart and all, he pushed on nevertheless (Desmond and Moore, 1991) . True to form, Darwin's researches included careful observations and experiments on his property at Downe House, as well as farther afi eld. In an attempt to replicate what happened at Maer Hall, for example, he spread a layer of chalk on a fi eld to determine the rate at which it was buried over the course of 30 or more years (he was clearly not in a great rush or worried about scientifi c priority). He and his sons also visited Roman ruins around the British Isles as well as the great slabs of rock at Stonehenge, where they documented how the activities of worms led to the gradual sinking of such objects.
These direct observations were supplemented through correspondence with citizen scientists all over the world, who were asked to report on earthworm numbers and castings -essentially worm poop -in their pastures and gardens. In one instance, Darwin calculated that nearly 54,000 earthworms could be found in an acre of soil. And in the case of the fi eld next to his house, the activities of the worms buried the chalk to a depth of over six inches. These observations, together with other data he was gathering from all corners of the globe, made a compelling case that earthworms were required for many of the essential features of soil. Not only was it clear that the passage of plant litter through their guts was an essential step in producing soil, their burrows acted as a network of channels, allowing air to permeate. Like thousands of little pistons, Darwin realized that the worms were doing the job of the farmer's plough by aerating the soiling and mixing it.
Darwin also kept numerous pots of soil inside Downe House for the purpose of investigating worm behavior, probing their reactions to various stimuli, including heat, light, and vibration. In one test he fed worms pieces of paper cut into the shape of triangles and noted that they always dragged them into their burrows by the narrow end fi rst, which he thought suggested a rudimentary kind of intelligence. These efforts culminated in Earthworms, which was published six months before Darwin's death. Despite his feeling that the work was "a small book of little moment" (Desmond and Moore, 1991), Earthworms was hugely popular, its initial sales outpacing even On the Origin of Species.
On the origin of dirt: The habits of worms and their role in producing soil was a lifelong interest of Darwin and the subject of his last book, Earthworms. As part of the work for the book he carefully measured the castings (left) that earthworms ejected onto the surface as they burrowed through the soil. (Image: Wikimedia Commons.) Judging from this caricature in the satirical journal Punch depicting Darwin as a young girl pondering the mysteries of earthworms, one wonders how seriously the British public took this hobby of their grand old man.
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Corpse ecosystems Through his observations, Darwin was able to build a convincing account of the action of worms, which he demonstrated were an important force capable of transforming the landscape. In addition to laying the foundation for modern soil science, Darwin's work on worms was the beginning of a deeper understanding of decomposition, now seen more accurately as a complex web of interactions involving many species. A microcosm of this web can be seen by observing what happens when a large animal, say an elk or a big bull moose, dies in the wilderness. Joining the worms that devour the corpse are a whole host of organisms, ranging from vultures that feast on the soft tissues of the fresh body, to small scuttle fl ies that burrow inside the rotting fl esh where they deposit their eggs, and fi nally to a multitude of microbes that colonize in waves, each new group nourishing itself on a buffet of new substances prepared by those that came before. These various stages of decay and the specifi c organisms that exploit them are so stereotyped that they can be used to date the time of death. Still today, for example, the developmental stages of fl y larvae are used by forensic etymologists to determine when a person expired. With the advent of DNA sequencing technology there is promise that even the types of bacteria found on a corpse could be used for the same purpose.
The theme of successional waves of organisms each specialized for a specifi c 'niche' or stage of decomposition is taken to extremes at the bottom of the ocean. Here, food of any kind is scarce due to the complete lack of light that fuels most food chains. But every once in a while a miracle happens -an enormous whale dies and slowly sinks to the seafl oor below, conferring a boon to those trying to eke out a living on the muddy bottom. The shock to this ecosystem, normally a barren wasteland, is enormous. Where the day before there was no sustenance save a meager trickle of dead algae from above, now there is a 150 metric ton blue whale packed with rich blubber.
As the menu is normally so limited, a number of creatures appear to have become adapted to feast on these fortuitous carcasses, or 'whale falls' as they are called. Similar to large corpses on land, the fi rst to arrive are the scavengers. In the case of whale falls, hagfi sh, sharks, and various crustaceans quickly sniff out the body and begin the work of removing the soft, easily accessible tissues. After this initial frenzied gorging, with most of the fat, meat, and entrails having been stripped off, the skeleton that remains would seem to mark the end of the dinner party. On the contrary though -this is just the beginning. It turns out that whale bones are chock-full of nutrients in the form of energy-rich lipids. In fact it is estimated that, depending on species and age of maturity at death, a whale may have 2-24 metric tons of oil Getting to the marrow: Whale falls at the bottom of the ocean are inhabited by a strange mix of fauna adept at exploiting every morsel of these enormous corpses. Bone-eating worms (top), fi rst described by researchers at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, drill into the skeleton where energy-rich lipids hide inside (photo courtesy of G. Rouse). This opens the door to various types of microbes that utilize the lipids and their byproducts. Yellow mats of chemolithoautotrophic bacteria (bottom) extract energy from sulfi de compounds in the same process that makes life possible at hydrothermal vents (photo courtesy of C. Smith).
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Not much was known about the ecology of whale falls until the 1980s when Craig Smith, a marine biologist interested in deep-sea ecosystems, began pondering the potential for these behemoths to help sustain life at the bottom of the ocean. But there was a hitch. Centuries of whaling had brought many populations to the brink of extinction and recovery for many has been slow, meaning that fi nding a whale carcass would be extremely challenging. So Smith resorted to the next best option. "I tried to sink a 15-ton graywhale carcass in 1983, but did not have enough ballast to overcome buoyancy generated by decompositional gases," Smith, now at the University of Hawaii, recalls. The research had to wait for a lucky break, which eventually came. "In 1987, while leading an NSF-funded deep-sea ecology project using the HOV Alvin, we discovered by chance the fi rst whale carcass ever observed in situ at the deep-sea fl oor during the last dive of our project," Smith explained. "This discovery provided the basis to write a new NSF proposal to sample the carcass with Alvin in 1988, which resulted in the fi rst Nature paper on whale falls in 1989."
This study and those that followed on other whale falls lifted a veil on a bizarre menagerie of creatures. In many cases, the whale skeletons were found covered in strange red plumes. These were in actuality worms nourishing themselves on the bones. Like a kind of biological oil derrick, these 'bone-eating worms' attach themselves with a root-like appendage that drills into the bone, allowing access to the lipids locked inside. Once they've reached the marrow, the worms, which lack a gut of their own, rely on symbiotic bacteria housed in their root system to digest the lipids, supplying the worm with energy in exchange for accommodations. Interestingly, boneeating worms, formally classifi ed in the genus Osedax, are related to tube worms that live near hydrothermal vents. These worms, too, form close symbiotic relationships with bacteria, but in this case the bacteria use sulfi de compounds to synthesize new organic molecules that sustain the host worm.
The worms, by breaching the exterior of the bones, seem to nudge the door open to a procession of different bacteria that can now more readily access the nutritious innards. Anaerobic bacteria follow close on the heels of the worms, metabolizing the bone oil into methane and sulfi de compounds. In turn, a second wave of bacteria can utilize the sulfi des to produce new compounds in the same process that sustains life at hydrothermal vents. Without light to energize electrons, these bacteria, which ensheath the whale bones in yellow mats, use the energy stored in the chemical bonds of sulfi des to make new organic molecules. In this way, the whale skeleton is transformed. But the bones are sucked dry only very slowly, sustaining a vibrant microbial ecosystem for decades on end. When all is fi nally said and done, a hollowed-out skeleton is all that remains. Even this though can fi nd a use as the foundation of a new reef, supporting the growth of corals and sheltering fi sh.
As Smith and his team continue to study whale falls in different locations, many features appear to be similar. But the more recent work is also revealing important differences. Smith explains, "We are fi nding that different ocean basins have their own suite of specialists, with many new species found in each new region studied. However, some bone-eating worm species appear to be very broadly distributed, occurring on whale bones from the North Pacifi c all the way down to the Antarctic Peninsula." This implies that the worms are able to jump from carcass to carcass. This may seem farfetched, given the scarcity of whale falls, but Osedax is able to reproduce in large numbers, scattering its larvae in the water column where currents can carry them large distances. In fact, Smith speculates that whale falls may act as stepping stones, promoting the dispersal of various creatures found in environments that resemble whale falls -deep-sea hydrothermal vents, for example. Indeed, in the case of Osedax, as mentioned, as well as mussels found at both locations, there is a close phylogenetic affi nity, suggesting that there may be strong ecological and evolutionary connections between these deep-sea habitats. Future work on other species will reveal if the relationship holds more generally.
Decay and climate change
As can be seen by studying the decomposition of corpses on land and sea, nothing goes to waste. If made suffi ciently accessible to scavengers and microbes, the dead can in principle be completely utilized. The end products of the decomposition process include energy to sustain new life, as we've seen, but also minerals and gases like carbon dioxide and methane. These last two have gained a new signifi cance as the planet rapidly warms due to manmade climate change. The crux of the problem stems from the exploitation of vast, underground reservoirs of energydense carbon in the form of partially decomposed plants -the coal and petroleum that we use as fuel for our power plants, vehicles, and machinery. By fi nishing the job nature started and burning these substances in our combustion engines, we have increased by almost 50% the amount of carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere since before the industrial era, causing global temperatures to rise by nearly one degree Celsius.
But there is another way that decomposition ties into climate change. As the planet warms, there are many feedbacks that control the dynamics of the process. Some of these feedbacks help mitigate further warming, while others exacerbate it. A good example of the latter type of feedback has its origins in the refl ective properties of ice and snow, which together act as a gigantic mirror at northern and southern latitudes, redirecting light back to space and cooling the planet. When the planet warms and snow/ice cover disappears, this effect is reduced, causing further warming, then further melting, and so on in a runaway process. Decomposition, too, is part of an important climate feedback loop triggered by thawing, not of snow and ice but rather of the permafrost underneath. This perpetually frozen soil, which blankets the northern latitudes, harbors enormous quantities of organic matter existing in a state of suspended animation, just waiting to be revived.
During the last glacial period, great frozen dust clouds blew over Siberia and Alaska, trapping pulverized animal bone and grass roots in deposits that today are up to 25 meters thick and cover a million square miles. This permafrost, called yedoma, is estimated to be 10 to 30 times more carbon-rich than more typical, thawed soils closer to the equator. If the permafrost, including this yedoma, were allowed to completely R552 Current Biology 26, R543-R576, July 11, 2016 thaw and decompose, the amount of carbon released is estimated to exceed that already in the atmosphere. This is an unsettling thought, and sensational headlines warning of a methane bomb ticking away in the Arctic have shone a spotlight on the issue. Particularly worrying is the potential for abrupt thawing events in a process called thermokarst, where pockets of ice under the surface melt, causing collapse of the ground above, pooling of water in the resulting depressions, and further melting. A recent review in Nature noted that these abrupt thawing events can result in tens of meters of permafrost melting in just a few years (Schuur, E.A. et al. (2015) . Nature 520, 171-179).
Despite the dramatic headlines, researchers are still fumbling in the dark, able to discern the problem in broad outline but unable to see the fi ne details, to the extent that emissions from melting permafrost are not included in most climate change models. "We are trying to simulate the emissions but there are still a number of key processes missing from the Earth System Models that make the emissions from the permafrost zone still a very active and crucial area of research", explained Ted Schuur, a professor of Ecosystem Ecology at the Center for Ecosystem Science and Society at Northern Arizona University. When asked about the biggest blindspots, Schuur said, "…getting the quantity of carbon right is important as well as the distribution of ice within frozen ground. The latter really plays a strong role in determining the impact of abrupt thaw where permafrost degrades much faster than one would predict from temperature alone. Those processes are completely missing from large-scale earth system models at present."
Unlike the methane bomb scenario, Schuur and colleagues argue for a more conservative outlook in which the permafrost slowly thaws over hundreds of years. In this scenario, there would still be a signifi cant effect on climate change, up to 0.42 degrees Celsius by 2300, though the effect pales in comparison to that of burning fossil fuels at current rates. Still this could change if, for example, new research reveals a more extensive cache of ice under the surface.
Something to look forward to
Ending with the release of gases back into the atmosphere, we have seen that death touches off a series of events that transforms our bodies into their essential elements and sustains other life forms along the way. If we followed the journey of one of our carbon atoms, we can imagine it passing through several members of the corpse ecosystem before eventually emerging as a fully oxidized carbon dioxide molecule. Free to diffuse through the air, we can even envision it eventually being taken up by the leaf of a plant and incorporated into a molecule of glucose. Now, back at the bottom of the food chain, we have come full circle and the dead have become 're-incarnated', so to speak. From this perspective, death can be viewed as part of a cycle of life.
As we ponder our own end, it is tempting to search for some reassurance that some piece of ourselves will live on, whether in our children or perhaps in our deeds. But we can also satisfy our craving for immortality by considering our bodies as part of the life cycle. Drawing inspiration from Hamilton, then, as an alternative to those other ways in which we might attain immortality, we can imagine an alpine fl ower, high on a majestic mountain top, soaking up a few carbon dioxide molecules that were once part of our own body, fi xing them into sugar as it readies itself to fl ower in the spring. That's not such a terrible thought, is it?
